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But you know the devil is on the jci b too, He doesn't allow any defeert

defense of the scriptures eMle-to stand, if he can help it. That place on

the shore has the m me. -¬eek-xR Paleotyms, the greek for Old Tyre , Ancient

Tyre. That name goes way back, we hay-the-- have the 34-story about the ruRins

of the mainland, being thrown into the water, being preserved for in the

history of Alexander the Great, but in the last 50 years you can find at least

40 or 50 scholarly writings which will tell you that the"-there never was
their

a Tyre on the mainland, it always was on the island, and what is,4etir-evidence

for it, the evidence for it is this, that in the cuneiform inscriptions ic it

repeatedly speaks of a Tyre that is in the nd4&rni St of the waters, so they

sa y that Tyre always was on the island, here are these inscriptlilons w.hih

are long before the time of Ezekiel that speaks of Tyre in the midst of the &t

waters, arid of COLt se it was never on the mainland even though the ae4e

ancient Greeks say , Intc their records say that it was, even though Alexander

the Great's historians describe their taking the ruins and throwing them. . .thése

books say it couldn't have been because Tyre was always on the island, and

so when I heard about that I said , What shall I do.Let's go t1-to the facts,

let's go to the evidence, I spent 2 1/2 years at t1 Un. of Berlin studying the

cuneiform wtitings of ancient Babylon. c It's a tremendous subject, you could

spend many , many years on, but I spent enough on it, that I can take any

particular description and see exactly what the evidence is, ad here these inscriptions

in which thecis statement is made, Tyre in the midecst of the water. You know

what I found, I found that the city of Sidon, which is about 20 miles fromTyre,

and is the otler of thçse two Phoenician, Maritime cities, and which is on the

mainland, and always has been on the mainland, and nobody ever has suggested
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